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bihar: the holy city of bihar is nalanda, the seat of learning (nalanda university). the city was founded in the 4th
century ad. in the 5th century, it was the centre of buddhist learning, and is the birthplace of mahamaya, a

buddhist nun. nalanda is one of the world's oldest universities, and a centre of buddhist learning. the city was
founded in the 4th century and was the centre of buddhist learning, and was the birthplace of mahamaya, a

buddhist nun. srikantadatta mahathera was its first head, and the first buddhist in the world to be elected as an
archbishop. nalanda university was established at the order of king asoka in the 3rd century bc by mahamaya,

the buddhist nun. gulab jaan gulab is a great singer of 19th century. he wrote history of katihar and bihar
region. he is also author of hindi novel wajd-i-hamd, which has been translated into english as “the sad
parting”. he also wrote a hindi letter “dastan khwan-o-alam” which is related to the struggle of his time.

zindaagi may 1 bar khoon ka pursa zaroor dena chaiey, logon ko pata nahi hay (a.s) may nikalnay walay khoon
ke fazilat kia hay, qayamat may pata chalay ga k iss khoon kee fazilat kia hay jub is khoon ka 1 qatra is qadar
noorani hoga k ambia (a.s) heran hon gay or sawal karien gay ya allah (j.j) ye kaisa noor hay jo hamare noor

per hawwi hay or ye kon loog hain, awaz aye ge k yhe mere hussain(a.s) k ghum may bahnay walay khoon ka
noor hay imam jaffar sadiq sarkar (a.s) ref: bahar ul anwar jild 33 tasteer purnavi of katihar and pirthavi chand

saba of purnia are two amazing poets of 19th century. along with other poets from bihar, they also written
poems in urdu and persian languages. tasteer purnavi wrote over 400 beautiful poems. he is the author of hindi

novel “aatish-e-asif” and hindi short story “dastan-e-dastan-e-shabab”.
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